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Abstract — semantically, objects in unstructured document are related each other to perform a certain entity relation. This certain entity relation such: drug-drug interaction through their compounds, buyer-seller relationship through the goods or services, etc. Motivated by that kind of interaction, this study proposes a method to extract those objects and their interactions. It is presented a general framework of object-interaction mining of large corpora. The framework is started with the initial step in extracting a single object in the unstructured document. In this study, the initial step is a pattern learning method that is applied to drug-label documents to extract drug-names. We utilize an existing external knowledge to identify a certain regular expressions surrounding the targeted object and the probabilities of that regular expression, to perform the pattern learning process. The performance of this pattern learning approach is promising to apply in this relation extraction area. As presented in the results of this study, the best f-score performance of this method is 0.78 f-score. With adjusting of some parameters and or improving the method, the performance can be potentially improved.
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1. INTRODUCTION

A contained object interaction is one of the knowledge that can be extracted from a corpus collection. Several kinds of interactions can be found, for example interactions among drugs, interactions among family members, buyer -supplier interactions or interaction between employer and job seeker. Studies concerning interactions have been performed by many researchers. Drug – drug interactions mined from unstructured or structured documents was published in some papers such as: [1]–[9]. The study of different object interactions contained in digital library document is presented in, whereas in [10], author studied the interaction between researchers or conference participants.

The study of drug – drug interaction (DDI) as proposed by Takarabe, et al. [1] is approached by classification-based method, an ATC (Anatomical Classification Chemical). Whereas in the second study, Takarabe et al, the analysis of DDI networks are performed through the extraction of information contained in drug label such as drug-effects, indication, contraindication and enzyme ingredients. Both of these studies use KEGG-BRITE (a structured database) to fulfil their purpose. The other classification-based method is proposed by Mujiono et al. that use the DOEN 2011 as the base for classification method and FDA-Drugs as the data sources. Utilization of machine learning approach to predict DDI is proposed by He Z et al. [11] that also used KEGG-BRITE database. NLP is the most widely used approach in text mining [12]. As used in the other area, NLP technique is also applied in drug related extraction such as proposed by Jacinto Mata et al.[4]. In the study authors combine machine learning and NLP extract DDI information contained in a DDI corpus. Several other methods and data sources related to DDI studies are: Interaction Profile Fingerprint applied to DrugBank database by Vilar S et al. [5], ANN applied to KEGG BRITE, BRENDA, SuperTarget, and DrugBank by Polak et al. [7].

Most of the proposed methods are applied to structured data sources, i.e. database, while at the same time, there are many unstructured data source that contains the object interaction information. The application of the classification - based method has a limitation, since it can be applied only to object entities which have clearly defined their class. On the other hand, the limitation of the NLP-based method is its high dependency to a specific human language. NLP based also requires a knowledge resources as the central repository which is not always available in any case [13].
The study presents the authors' proposed general framework to extract network interactions between object entities contained in unstructured data, i.e. corpora collection. The proposed method is also independent to any specific natural language and as well as any classification-based approach. In the initial stage of the study, presented in this paper, the authors show the results and analysis of the initial experiment of pattern learning method that is applied to drug-label to extract drug-name.

II. RELATED STUDY

A. OBJECT INTERACTION

One of the topics surrounding interaction among objects is drug – drug interaction. Several studies regarding DDI are described in this section. Jacinto, M. [4] propose machine learning approach such: SVM, Naive Bayes, Decision Tree, and Adaboost to extract DDI contained in English drug label. The Chi-square feature selection mechanism is applied to handle those document’s high dimensionality. The detection of drug – protein interaction by utilizing a bipartite-graph learning-method was proposed by Yamanashi Y.et al [6]. This method treats the drugs, its protein target and interaction between them as a pharmacological space which is represented as a bi-party graph. The new predicted drug – target is estimated by calculating their closeness in the space, based on a predefined threshold distance. Yamanashi used structure drug data base such as KEGG BRITE, BREnda, SuperTarget, and DrugBank, to do the experiments. Polak et al [7] applied ANN approach to predict DDI by using drug-interaction information and their chemical compound dataset.

Several other research concerning object-interaction mining are object interactions contained in digital library [10], interaction between researchers or conference participants based on the content of on-line media [14]. In the first publication, Yizhou Sun et al proposed a GLM (Generalized Linear Model) based supervised framework to perform a relationship building time model. The objects in this study were: author, venue, term, and people that are extracted from DBLP.

B. RULE BASED OBJECT EXTRACTION

Information or objects extraction of unstructured text document is one of the most challenging study in the text mining area. Due to the increasing of corpora, the growing of human natural language, and the unstructured formatted data, the difficulties of information extraction is increasing in the future [15]. Object extraction has been studied in many different contexts and purposes. Several methods, rule based learning or statistical based method have been published [15]. Some of the rule based learning are presented in this section, as this study also uses this approach. One of the rule based learning methods is bootstrapping approach which has been studied by many researchers. The first generation of bootstrapping approach is Snowball [16]. In this study, the author applied bootstrapping technique for extraction of binary relations, such as Organization-Location, e.g., between Microsoft and Redmond, WA. Thellen M and Riloff E [14] proposed bootstrapping method to infer semantic lexicon of new words. The bootstrapping method was utilized to perform new patterns to identify the new word category. Pattern learning with bootstrapping approach is also studied by W. Lin et al [17] to extract the names entities of a certain domain. In this case, the author applied the pattern learning algorithm for disease and location category. Another pattern learning approach to extract information of specific domain was proposed in [18].

One of the most recent study related to bootstrapping is proposed by Liu, Ting and Tomek S [19]. In their study, the bootstrapping method extracted events and its relation from text, based on the pattern resulted from learning process. These learning processes include two mechanisms: learning through pattern mutation and learning by exploiting structural duality. Event information viewed as multiple face, which extracted from news is also studied with bootstrapping approach. This kind of learning pattern – bootstrapping application was published in [20].

III. APPROACHING METHOD

A. AIM

The goal of the overall study is to predict the potential interaction between entities extracted from unstructured text. To achieve this goal, the approach defines a relation between the main object and supporting object. In this context the main objects, for example, are seller, buyer, drug, etc. Whereas the supporting objects are goods or services that were sold by the seller or bought by the buyer, drug chemistry compound if the main object is drug or children if the main object is father or mother.

B. GENERAL FRAMEWORKS

The author proposed general framework consists of two main phases. The first phase is the stage to extract main object - supporting object relation, and the second phase is to group those relations extracted by categorical bi-clustering approach as illustrated in Fig. 1. To extract object relation in stage one, the authors adopt and enhance bootstrapping methods as proposed in [21], [22], and [23]. The enhancements of the authors' proposal are in the pattern generation methods and the use of independent format of external knowledge. More detail regarding to the first stage and its initial experiments is presented in this paper.
C. Pattern Learning for Object Extraction

In the first experiment of the first stage the authors apply the object extraction approach to extract drug name from drug label document. The pattern learning approach proposed in this study uses the Indonesian WordNet published by the PAN Localization project [24] as an external knowledge. The Indonesian WordNet is a collection of more than 1,000,000 words in Bahasa Indonesia, which collected from various sources, such as news agencies, on-line media publishers, Internet blogs, websites and others [24]. Based on the assumption that the name of drugs distributed in Indonesia are mostly unique and are not commonly used in daily term in Bahasa Indonesia, the authors use the Indonesian Wordnet as a guide to determine if such certain word identified in data set is a drug name or not. The drug name object extraction framework is illustrated in fig 2. Another input of this framework, in addition of the WordNet, is the initial pattern constructed manually.

D. Pattern Generation

To extract an object relation, the authors define an object relation as illustrated in fig. 3. A relation includes one main object and one or more its supporting object. In certain document the relation between the main object and its supporting objects is marked by relation term. The relation term is a certain word, commonly a verb, which describes what kind of relation between the main object and its supporting objects. For example, in a drug label document drug – drug component relation, drug is a main object, its chemical components are the supporting object and “komposisi” (composition) is relation term.

Both of the main objects and supporting objects is identified by a target which are surrounded by a kind of regular expression (regex). The regex consists of left regex and right regex. The pattern is the combination of those regexes. In this approach, pattern generation is performed by identifying certain words which are not contained in the WordNet.
Once the words are identified, than the other words located on its left and right are used as a regular expression of the candidate pattern.

**E. PATTERN SELECTION**

The number of candidates’ pattern provided in the training phase can be very high. The maximum number of these candidates pattern is as many as the number of training document, if each training document contains a unique pattern. If we use those entire patterns resulted from a large number of documents, it will consume too many resources (time, processor, or storage). To reduce the size of resources requested, we select only candidate pattern that fulfills a certain score. This score pattern is defined based on the probabilities of left and right regular expression surround the target. This next paragraph describes more formal definition regarding to the scoring method. We executed two scoring techniques.

### PATTERN SCORING #1

**Definition**

Each pattern consists of Left Tuple (LT), Relation-Term, and Right Tuple (RT)

\[ LT-L = \{(lt-l)_1, (lt-l)_2, \ldots, (lt-l)_n\}; \quad (lt-l)_i \text{ is } i^{th} \text{ left regex of the left - tuple} \]

\[ N = \text{Quantity of LT-L}; \quad N \geq n; \quad N = n \text{ if } (flit-l)_i = 1 \text{ for } 0 < i \leq n \]

\[ (flit-l)_j \text{ = frequency of } (lt-l)_j \text{ in the training set, then} \]

\[ P_l((lt-l)_i) = \frac{(flit-l)_i}{N}, \quad (1) \]

\[ LT-R = \{(lt-r)_1, (lt-r)_2, \ldots, (lt-r)_m\}; \quad (lt-r)_i \text{ is } k^{th} \text{ right regex of the left - tuple} \]

\[ M = \text{Quantity of LT-R}; \quad M \geq m; \quad M = m \text{ if } (flit-r)_k = 1 \text{ for } 0 < k \leq m \]

\[ (flit-r)_k \text{ = frequency of } (lt-r)_k \text{ in training set, then} \]

\[ P_r((lt-r)_k) = \frac{(flit-r)_k}{M}, \quad (2) \]

Pattern Scoring (PS) (Tuple Probabilities = Join probabilities of left regex and right regex. For the left tuple, the pattern score is:

\[ PS_l = P_i((Left-Tuple)) = P_l((lt-l)) * P_r((lt-r)), \quad (3) \]

\[ \forall i, j \in \{1,2,\ldots,n \times m\}; \forall j, j \in \{1,2,\ldots,n\}; \forall k, k \in \{1,2,\ldots,m\}; \]

**PATTERN SCORING #2**

The next pattern scoring method used in this experiment is performed by adjusting eq. (3). By treating the left regex and the right regex as independent variable to each other as the equation above, the number of the left pattern that can be generated are \( J \times K \), with \( J \) is the number of the left regex of the left tuple and \( K \) is the number of the right regex of the left tuple. In the second pattern scoring method, not all of the right regex are paired with each left regex, but some of the right regexes are belong to certain left regex. Therefore the result is defined based on the probabilities of left and right regular expression surround the target. The formal definition of the second pattern scoring method, \( PS_i \), is:

\[ PS_i = P((lt-l))((lt-r)), \quad (4) \]

\[ \exists i, j \in \{1,2,\ldots,n \times m\}, i \leq n \times m; \forall j, j \in \{1,2,\ldots,n\}; \exists k, k \in \{1,2,\ldots,m\}, k \leq m; \]

**ALGORITHM**

Based on the object extraction framework and the pattern scoring, the algorithm to generate new pattern using the training data set is presented in this section. The same skeleton of the algorithm is used both for the first or second pattern scoring, its difference is only in the update score mechanism block. This presented algorithm is based on the second pattern scoring.

**Input** (training_set, WordNet, initialPattern)

**Output** (NewPatternList <Left_Regex, Target, Right_Regex, Prob. of Pattern>)

**Algorithm**

NewPatternList \( \leftrightarrow \) Null

for all documents in training_set do

if the document contains initialPattern.relation-term then

Get-term-in left of relation-term that is

Get_2 in WordNet

Get_Left_Regex, count its frequency

Get_Right_Regex, count its frequency for

the Left_Regex

for all pairs of Left_Regex and Right_Regex do

Perform NewPatternList and Calculate \( P(R|L) \)

Reorder on \( P(R|L) \) New Pattern in NewPatternList

Output NewPatternList

**IV. MATERIALS & EVALUATIONS**

**A. DATA SET & PRE PROCESSING**

To validate the pattern learning approach proposed, it is used drugs label documents that grabbed from various drug producers and regulator Internet sites located in Indonesia.
Those sites are:
http://www.kalbemed.com/
http://www.dechacare.com/
http://infoobatindonesia.com/obat/

The drug labels are written in Bahasa Indonesia and their common content are drug name, drug components, indication, contra indication, dosage, and warning. Since almost all those documents are grabbed by the engine, their format is in htm or html. To filter the real content which contains information regarding drug label, we use html parser provided by http://sourceforge.net/projects/htmlparser/. The ground truth of the data test is performed manually. Drug name and drug component of the ground truth are annotated by expert.

B. Evaluation
To evaluate the performance of the object extraction pattern learning method performance, we use the common criteria in data mining: precision, recall, and f-score. Let $C = \{C_1, C_2, C_3, \ldots C_n\}$ is a set of drug-name extracted by this method against drug-label document set $D$, and $K = \{K_1, K_2, K_2, \ldots K_l\}$ is set of actual drug-name in document set $D$. Adapted from [25], those three criteria computed as follows:

$$\text{Precision}(K_i, C_j) = \frac{\text{True Positive}}{\text{True Positive + False Positive}} = \frac{|K_i \cap C_j|}{|K_i|}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

$$\text{Recall}(K_i, C_j) = \frac{\text{True Positive}}{\text{True Positive + False Negative}} = \frac{|K_i \cap C_j|}{|C_j|}$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

where $|K_i|$, $|C_j|$, and $|K_i \cap C_j|$ denote the number of drug-name in $K_i$, in $C_j$, and in both $K_i$ and $C_j$ respectively. The computation of F-Score is performed by the formula below:

$$F - \text{Score} (K_i, C_j) = \frac{2 \times \text{Precision}(K_i, C_j) \times \text{Recall}(K_i, C_j)}{\text{Precision}(K_i, C_j) + \text{Recall}(K_i, C_j)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

V. Experiments, Results & Discussion

A. Experiment Scenario
The experiment scenario is arranged based on: 1. pattern scoring technique, and 2. the volume of data set. The execution of both of that pattern scoring technique generates many patterns candidates. The candidate patterns generated are sorted in a descending order on its pattern score. Intuitively, it can be seen that the patterns scoring technique #1 generate more patterns than the pattern scoring technique #2. To evaluate the performance of the patterns scoring technique, we take the N top of generated patterns. N is the total number of patterns generated by pattern scoring technique #2. Then the better result, in this case is the pattern scoring technique #2, is used for the second experiments by adjusting the data set volume parameter. For both of the scenario, the data set is split into two parts, one part is as training set and the other as a test set by K-fold cross validation with K = 10 respectively. So there are 10 iterations for each scenario.

B. Results & Discussion

Pattern Scoring Technique Scenario
The performance of both pattern scenario techniques is illustrated in fig. 4. In overall, the second technique is better than the first one. The minimum, maximum, and average of first technique f-score are: 0.204225, 0.338862, and 0.269687 whereas the second technique is: 0.581335, 0.444444, and 0.709677. The result is intuitive, since not all of the patterns generated by first technique is used for drug-name target extraction. In this experiment the average of the total number of patterns generated by the Pattern Scoring technique #1 is 101 whereas that is generated by Pattern Scoring technique #2 is 498.
DATA SET VOLUME ADJUSTMENT SCENARIO
In the second scenario we compare the performance of the pattern generated by adjusting the quantity of data set which the first experiment uses to 340 drugs-label documents and the second uses to 900 drugs-labels. As a result of this experiment, it is shown that the more data set used, its performance is better on average. Fig. 5 presents both of the performances. The performances of 900-drug labels are better in precision, recall, and f-score from 7 of 10 iterations.

![Performance of 340 VS 900 Data Set](image)

**Fig. 5 Performance of the 340 data set vs 900 data set**

VI. CONCLUSION & FUTURE STUDY
This study presents a global framework to predict the potential information or object interaction contained in unstructured documents with an initial step to extract a certain object, based on pattern learning. The initial experiment shows that bootstrapped pattern learning approach still has open opportunity that can be exploited. Various pattern scoring techniques as a base of pattern selection that applied to data test need to be explored further. In this study the performance of patterns learning method is influenced by the volume of data set and as well as the technique, as indicated by the experimental results.

As an initial step, this study still opens many challenges to be exploited. There will be many tasks that can be explored vertically on the method and technique or horizontally on its application. In vertical point of view, the author will explore some task, such as extending the target not only to the main object, which is the drug-name, but also to its supporting object, which is the drug-component. The authors will also explore to extend the number of words surrounding the target from 1 to 1+n to get better performance. The recursion mechanism in obtaining the newer pattern list is also one of the many challenges. By the recursion, the pattern generated is used as an initial pattern to the next step.

The other external knowledge, such as drug data bank such as RxNorm [26], NCI [27], or FDA [28] can also be assessed to be used as a pattern generation guidance. In the next step, the authors will explore the possibility of using internal knowledge come from the data set rather than external knowledge as applied in this study. At the horizontal point of view, the authors plan to apply the framework to others domain, such as trading area, so the sellers and buyers contained in the corpora can be extracted.
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